
Mixed Reality
       helping people see more clearly

(and learn more deeply)

THIS IS A 20-25 minute PRESENTATION: 
Thank you for having me here at NETA.  I’m Michael Hakkarinen, an instructional technology trainer with the Utah Education Network.  We are a state agency located on 
campus at the University of Utah and funded by the State of Utah, the Public Broadcasting System, Federal eRate money, and grants. 
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What is Mixed Reality?

So here’s the big question - what is “Mixed Reality”?  And the problem with this question is that we’re still defining it.  While virtual reality viewers and applications have been around since 
the 1980’s in apparatus’ like flight simulators, the technology didn’t really hit the mass market until Google introduced street view for Google Maps back in 2007. 



And now, a flight simulator can be downloaded for free to your iPhone, slapped to an inexpensive VR Goggle Cardboard viewer, and provide virtually (pun intended) the same experience 
today that could only happen twenty years ago in a multimillion dollar technology lab.



What is Mixed Reality?
AR? VR? RR?

But VR, virtual reality isn’t the only form of mixed reality,  there is also AR, augmented reality, and of course RR-  Real Reality.  Mixed Reality is a blending of all three. What we do know, from what we see in 
video games and consumer technology - it’s obvious that the technology is ready and we, the consumers, are eager to use it.  If we look at what Hollywood thinks of virtual and augmented reality we see it as 
a futuristic tool used to control the minds of a civilization on the brink of ecological and economic disaster.  If you saw “Ready Player One” this past spring, or read the book, you’re familiar with the concept of 
the Oasis… if not, check this out. The year is 2041, it isn’t a happy place and the main character of the story, Wade Watts, has “no where left to go”.





That’s the future. 
But the future is now.

The movie isn’t about virtual reality so much as it’s about people.  It’s about collaboration, creativity, problem solving, and how the little guy can beat the corporate giant if he has friends 
and stays true to their values - it just happens to take place in a world created through virtual reality. Today, we see Virtual Reality in advertising, news, and sports.  USA Today has a VR 
app where they upload 360 video daily.  And this past winter the olympics were available in VR through NBC and Intel.



But that’s not how we use it in schools.  



Students in our schools are using Virtual Reality apps from Google like Google Expeditions and inexpensive Google Cardboard devices like this one can be paired with a students’ own 
SmartPhone - Droid, Google, or Apple.  The cardboard viewers cost $10 or less and the app is free. The activity is done over a shared WiFi connection.  Most schools have WiFi already in 
place so it’s easy to make a few adjustments to the router settings to allow multi-casting and the teacher can then easily lead a lesson in Virtual Reality.  The most expensive commodity in 
using Google Expeditions is teacher desire and classroom time.



Once the app is turned on and the students connect to the teacher’s “Expedition” as “Followers” they are then guided on tours of anywhere around the world, back in time, outer space, 
or under the ocean to encounter a herd of sea lions.  I had the pleasure of working with a group of students at Joel P. Jensen Jr. High in the Jordan School District using Google 
Expeditions.  We featured the lesson and their response to it on one of our web shows, UEN PDTV.  Let’s take a look.



You will see students who have joined my expedition to New York City and then to the International Space Station.  At first they struggle to get oriented, but pretty quickly they settle in to 
the experience.  I’m guiding them to locations and reading to them about each place from my iPad, you can see the little smiley faces?  That shows me where the kids are looking so I 
know they’re on task.  We also provide TouchScreen Chromebooks for kids who did’t have a phone or want a break from the VR.  After my tour they got to lead their own tour, here’s what 
they have to say.




How does Virtual Reality effect learning?
Tricking the Premotor Cortex 

1. Full immersion 
2. True perspective 
3. Emotional connection

So what’s happening here?  How does VR work??? By tricking the premotor cortex, the portion of the brain directly behind the frontal lobe (an area still developing in children), with VR we 
can provide a sense of full immersion in an environment or situation.  The participant is completely cut off from the outside world visually, and perhaps in an auditory sense as well if they’re 
wearing headphones along with the VR Goggles.  This will lead to a true perspective experience and also provide a more rich emotional connection to a situation than you could gain from 
reading a book, listening to audio, or watching a movie.  It’s the absolute closest we can come to experiencing something without actually being there. 



Tricking the Premotor Cortex

A Virtual Reality app like “Walk The Plank” can prepare a person for a situation before they encounter it.  Maybe walking a plank on top of a sky scraper can be used to train an engineer 
before they visit a construction site.  It’s definitely better to find out that you have a fear of heights while standing safely on the floor of a VR lab rather than standing on the edge of a steel 
girder 80 stories above the city streets below.



Tricking the Premotor Cortex

Patients going through rehabilitation after an amputation can learn to control prosthetic limbs through a VR Program that is paired with sensors attached to the 
amputated appendage long before fitting of the prosthetic even begins.  This is because the info learned from the computer interacting with the sensors is applied to the 
design of the prosthetic limb.



Creating Emotional Connections

Experiencing something in VR can have a huge shift on your emotional response to a situation.  Imagine a political leader telling you that refugees from a middle eastern country pose a 
threat to your safety because they are potential Islamic terrorists.  But then you watch a movie filmed in 360 degrees video by doctors on the ground in refugee camps and you have to look 
down to see these potential terrorists, look down because they are mostly children.  Would that effect your feeling about the refugees?  Would you have a deeper understanding of the 
reality of the people in the refugee camps from this experience than you would from hearing a speech or reading a news article?  Would this experience influence how you vote?



At the University of Utah Dental School a virtual reality lab was put in place this past summer.  A class taught by Dr. Mark Durham puts students in an immersive 
experience with Vive Goggles and Paddles.  The class meets 5 days a week.  They work in a VR lab at two of those days.



The lab experience is set up with a CT Scan of a real patient used to make a VR rendering on which the students learn to perform procedures and manipulate tools.  In 
this image you can see the patient is being fitted for a mouth guard.



The VR Experience would never replace the valuable real patient experience, but it is cheaper to set up and reset than the mannequins and models.  



This means dental students can get more interactive, kinesthetic experience before they use the expensive mannequins or start cutting in to real people.  The hope is that 
this will mean more authentic and deeper learning earlier in the program.



What is the difference 
between VR and AR?

All of these are examples of VR, but what is AR - augmented reality?  Here’s my best analogy, so let’s go back to the movie theater. -



AR is like what Iron Man sees.    A virtual or computerized hologram laid over the real reality, RR.  A high-tech head’s up display.  Again, seems like Science Fiction but it’s 
not.  It’s science reality.



                         HoloLens

A new device from Microsoft, the HoloLens, allows the user to overlay digital images, screens and 3D models on to the reality they see before them. The holo lens is available in a 
developer model for $3000 or a commercial suite for $5000. Development of a mass consumer device has been a bit delayed, but the goal is to have a HoloLens in stores at a price point of 
$1000 or less, about the same as a laptop and that’s impressive because it can do everything a laptop can do and more.  This device can be used to share digital renderings from a 
computer, or video as an overly on area, or can use the integrated video cameras to digitally map an item and area to share it back TO a computer.  You can also communicate in a 3D 
overlay environment between people. 



                         HoloLens

Think about how that could work in anything from an online conferencing situation, a meeting with a doctor or between medical professionals where a consulting specialist can actually see 
the patient from the other provider’s perspective, or what about with our fire and police.  Check out this short video about how the police in Great Britain are using HoloLenses -





Classroom teachers don’t have thousands to throw at a HoloLens, but they can purchase these Merge Cubes which I most recently saw cost about $5 on Amazon.  I’ve 
also heard, but haven’t seen for myself, that they’ve been on sale for $1 at Walmart!  These cubes paired with apps on iPhones and Droids allow students to manipulate 
AR Models.



Insert image of Merge Cube from iPhone perspective

They can also be used with iPads and Droid tablets to do anything from hold a human brain to interact with a digital 3D model of the solar system.  Here the kids aren’t 
using a Merge Cube but a Merge poster printout on the wall.  It’s also possible to print and fold your own merge cubes for free.



Can our students  

CREATE 
in Mixed Reality?

You’ve seen a lot of “consumable” examples of Mixed Reality, but what about creativity?  If we really want deeper learning then we want our students to build, not just experience.  There 
are many apps now available for students to use to build AR and VR Experiences.



Insta360 Camera 

Create your own 360 degree images and 
video for use in the classroom or share 
online. 

Works only with Apple iPhones and 
iPads via “Lightning Wire Port” 

Available online for $299 
www.insta360.com 

First - creating your own Google Street View is easy with your phone and a little bit of time to rotate around while you take pictures, or with one click snap of the Insta360 Camera.  These 
$300 devices allow students to create their own 360 images and videos.

http://www.insta360.com


I took this picture with an Insta360 over at the Temple when the Christmas lights were up.  I want to show people that the Christmas Lights were all around, not just in 
one direction - not something you could capture with a still picture, so I made this.



CoSpaces EDU - cospaces.io/edu 

● Cospaces is also free for educators, but this one allows students to create their own VR interactive, virtual reality not augmented.  It can run on any web browser, so 
Chromebooks can support it.

https://cospaces.io/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fdOdXLgWTQ


CoSpaces EDU - cospaces.io/edu 

● All of the coding is “Blockly” which means you can drag and drop the code into place.

https://cospaces.io/


CoSpaces EDU - cospaces.io/edu 

● Here’s a great example - the student has made an interactive room to teach spanish.  The user can look around the room and interact with objects and then learn 
the appropriate word for it.   Bed = cama

https://cospaces.io/


CoSpaces EDU - cospaces.io/edu 

● Much more interactive than looking at a diagrama in a shoe box like I made learning spanish in Middle School

https://cospaces.io/


Apple ARKit Apps for iPhones & iPads

Apple ARKit allows iPhone and iPad users to create their own AR Experiences and then share them with millions of people.  Multiplayer games are easy to make, and 
even easier to share.  And like most AR apps, ARKit apps can use 2D triggers to generate interactive 3D models. 



Mixed reality allows us to break down the barriers of real reality, take the roof off of our classrooms, extend the reach of our teachers, and provide more authentic 
experiences for our students.  The challenge today is that as the technology evolves we must strive to motivate educators to take risks, try to keep up with the rapid 
change, explore the potential of Mixed Reality resources, and most importantly - prepare students for a changing future.  Its our responsibility as the creators of 
educational content to be innovative in this mixed reality environment and recognize this is the next platform for learning.



Providing Mixed Reality PD for Utah Educators:  
Learn more at uen.org/development 

http://uen.org
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VR & AR at GPB Education	

• Teachers and students are very interested in 
and ready for these technologies.

What we have learned (so far…)







VR & AR at GPB Education	

• Grants and funds are available 
• VR workflow is different but not foreign 
• You can get into VR and not break the bank

What we have learned (so far…)



VR & AR at GPB Education	

• iOS & Android mobile and tablet AR app 
• VR app designed for Oculus Rift, Go, and the upcoming 

Quest  
– Atlanta Symphony Orchestra concert 
– Georgia Forests  
– Civil Rights experience

Current and Planned Projects











Connect with us!
Andrew MacCartney  
VP Education & Digital Media  
amaccartney@gpb.org 

Laura Evans  
Director of Education 
levans@gpb.org  

www.gpb.org/education 

@GPBEducation on Twitter and 
Facebook


